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For bounded Hilbert space operators and for all unitarily invariant norms there
holds
_ |A&B| p _2p&1_A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1 _,
for all real p2, and if A and B are additionally self-adjoint, then
_ |AX+XB| p _2p&1 &X&p&1 _ |A| p&1 AX+XB |B| p&1 _,
for all real p3.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the following perturbation norm inequality has been estab-
lished in [JK].
Theorem 1.1. If A and B are self-adjoint operators in B(H), then for all
natural numbers n and every unitarily invariant norm _ } _,
_(A&B)2n+1_22n _A2n+1&B2n+1_. (1)
This completely resolves the problem raised by Koplienko and others
(see [Kop] and [BKS]) for estimating A&B when An&Bn is given in a
specified norm ideal. The key role in the proof of the previous theorem has
been played by
Lemma 1.1. If self-adjoint A and B and an arbitrary X are in B(H), then
for all non-negative integers n and every unitarily invariant norm _ } _ there
holds the following chain inequality
_An(A&B)Bn__An&1(A3&B3)Bn&1_ } } } _A2n+1&B2n+1_.
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This lemma itself was based on the following arithmetic-geometric mean
inequality (see [BhD] and [Kitt]), which we will also need in the sequel.
Theorem 1.2. For arbitrary A, B and X in B(H), and every unitarily
invariant norm _ } _ ,
2 _A*XB__AA*X+XBB*_.
In this paper, we will show that the inequality (1) also holds for all self-
adjoint derivations AX&XB and for all real n0.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let B(H) and C denote respectively the space of all bounded and com-
pact linear operators acting on a separable, infinite-dimensional, complex
Hilbert space H. Following [GK], for an arbitrary A # B(H), let s1(A)
s2(A) } } } denote the singular values of A, i.e., the eigenvalues of
|A|=(A*A)12 exceeding the essential norm &A&e=s(A)=sup _ess ( |A| ),
arranged in a non-increasing order, with their (necessarily finite) multi-
plicities counted. If necessary, this sequence can always be made infinite by
adding sn (A)=s (A) for missing n. Note that for all bounded A we have
s (A)=limn   sn (A), while A # C if and only if s (A)=0. For the
extension of some standard singular value properties to bounded operators
see [GK] and [FL].
Each symmetric gauge function 8 on sequences (see [GK] for defini-
tion) gives rise to unitarily invariant norm on operator ideal C8 contained
in C which is complete in the topology induced by the norm _ } _8 . We
will denote by symbol _ } _ any such norm and, according to the basic
singular value properties, all such norms satisfy the invariance property
_UAV_=_A_ for all unitary U and V.
Specially well known among those norms are the Schatten p-norms
defined as &A&p=(i=1 si (A) p)1p for 1p< and represent the norm
on the associated ideal Cp known as the Schatten p-classes. The Ky-Fan
norms defined as &A&k=8k (si (A))=ki=1 si (A), k=1, 2, ..., represent
another interesting family of unitarily invariant norms. The property saying
that for all X # C and Y # C8 with &X&k&Y&k for all k1, we have
X # C8 with _X__Y_ is known as the Ky-Fan dominance property. We
note here that the requirement X # C is just the traditional one, and no
harm will be done if we replace it by X # B(H). Indeed, a simple calculation
shows that if Y # C , and ki=1 si (X)
k
i=1 si (Y) for all k1, then
limn   sn (Y)=0 implies that limn   sn (X)=0, i.e., X # C .
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For a complete account of the theory of norm ideals, the reader is
referred to [GK], [GGK] and [Sim].
3. MAIN RESULTS
First of all, we would like to point out that the Ky-Fan dominance
property holds for all bounded operators.
Lemma 3.1. For A in B(H) and n=1, 2, ..., dim H we have
:
n
i=1
si (A)= sup
U, e1 , ..., en
:
n
i=1
|(UAei , ei) |= sup
U, e1 , ..., en } :
n
i=1
(UAei , ei) } , (2)
where supremum is taken over all unitary operators U on H and all orthonor-
mal systems e1 , ..., en in H.
Proof. The proof differs from the proof of Theorem 3.1. ch. 6. of [GK]
(which asserts the same for compact operators), in showing that whenever
s (A)>0 and m=dim H0< (H0=E |A| [s (A), &A&]H, E |A| is a spec-
tral measure associated to |A| ), then some righthandside sums can
majorize ni=1 si (A)&= for all =>0 and n>m. But that will really do if for
$=min[=n, s (A)] we choose [e1 , ..., em] and [em+1 , ..., en] to be
respectively the eigenvectors of |A| in H0 and any orthonormal system in
E |A| (s (A)&$, s (A))H, while U is any unitary operator satisfying
UVei=ei for 1in (V is from the polar decomposition A=V |A| ).
In the sequel, a functions f satisfying f (a+b&t)= f (t) for all t # [a, b]
will be called symmetric on [a, b]. The following lemma generalizes our
Lemma 1.1 and a famous Heinz inequality from [H] (see also [FFFN]).
Lemma 3.2. For self-adjoint A and B in B(H) and an arbitrary X # B(H),
for all real p1 and all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ , the function
f (s)=_ |A| s&1 AX |B| p&s+|A| p&s XB |B| s&1_
is convex and symmetric on [0, p], non-increasing on [0, p2] and non-
decreasing on [p2, p].
Proof. To show that f is symmetric, we will use the polar decomposi-
tion to represent A and B as A=U |A| and B=V |B| , with U and V com-
muting with A and B respectively and satisfying U 2=V 2=I. Hence
f (p&s)=_ |A| p&s UX |B| s+|A| s XV |B| p&s_
=_U( |A| s UX |B| p&s+|A| p&s XV |B| s)V_= f (s). (3)
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Next, we show that
f \s+t2 +
f (s)+ f (t)
2
(4)
for all 1s<tp. Indeed, because of
f \s+t2 +=_ |A| (t&s)2 ( |A| s&1 AX |B| p&t+|A| p&t XB |B| s&1) |B| (t&s)2_ ,
according to Theorem 1.2 and (3) we have that
2f \s+t2 +_ |A| t&s ( |A| s&1 AX |B| p&t+|A| p&t XB |B| s&1)
+(|A| s&1 AX |B| p&t+|A| p&t XB |B| s&1) |B| t&s_
_ |A| p&s XB |B| s&1+|A| s&1 AX |B| p&s_
+_ |A| t&1 AX |B| p&t+|A| p&t XB |B| t&1_= f (s)+ f (t).
An immediate consequence of (4) is
f (:s+(1&:) t):f (s)+(1&:) f (t) (5)
for all rational 0:1. For an arbitrary : # [0, 1], we choose a sequence
of rational :n # [0, 1] such that limn   :n=:. Having that the operator
valued function
g(s)=|A| s&1 AX |B| p&s+|A| p&s XB |B| s&1
is strongly, and therefore weakly continuous, we get
f (:s+(1&:) t)=_w- lim
n  
g(:n s+(1&:n) t)_
lim inf
n  
_g(:n s+(1&:n) t)_=lim inf
n  
f (:n s+(1&:n) t)
lim inf
n  
(:n f (s)+(1&:n) f (t))=:f (s)+(1&:) f (t), (6)
because _Y_lim infn   _Yn_ whenever Yn  Y weakly in B(H). This
follows from the well known fact that
_Y_8=sup[ |tr(YZ)| : Z is of finite rank and _Z_8$1]
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for conjugate gauge functions 8 and 8$. So (5) holds for all s, t # [0, p]
and for all : # [0, 1]. According to (3) and (6) f is convex and symmetric
on [0, p], and therefore non-increasing on [0, p2] because
f (t)= f \ p&s&tp&2s s+
t&s
p&2s
( p&s)+

p&s&t
p&2s
f (s)+
t&s
p&2s
f ( p&s)= f (s),
for all 0s<tp2. Similarly, f (t) f (s) for all p2s<tp, and this
ends the proof.
Our main result is the following generalization of Theorem 1.1.
Theorem 3.1. If X and some self-adjoint A and B are in B(H), then
_ |AX+XB| p _2p&1 &X&p&1 _ |A| p&1 AX+XB |B| p&1_
for all real p3 and for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _.
Proof. First, let us consider the particular case: A=B, X=X* and
_ } _=& } &k . We may also suppose &X&1, with no loss of generality. An
application of Theorem 3.1 (for f ( p) f (1)) gives
2p&1 & |A| p&1 AX+XA |A| p&1&k
2p&2 & |A| p&1 AX+XA |A| p&1&k+2p&2 &AX |A| p&1+|A| p&1 XA&k ,
and hence
2p&1 & |A| p&1 AX+XA |A| p&1&k
2p&2 & |A| p&1 (AX+XA)+(AX+XA) |A| p&1&k . (7)
For self-adjoint A$ # B(H) let EA$ be its associated spectral measure and let
He=EA$(&s (A$), s(A$)). For m=dim H  He let *1(A$), ..., *m (A$) be
the eigenvalues of A$ in H  He , arranged by its non-increasing modulus,
with their multiplicities counted. If m<, for all n>m let *n (A$)=s (A$)
if s (A$) # _ess (A$) and *n (A$)= &s(A$) otherwise. Combining the eigen-
vectors of A$ in H  He and elements of He , we can choose a sequence of
orthonormal systems [e (n)1 , ..., e
(n)
k ]

n=1 such that
lim
n  
&A$e (n)i &*i (A$)e (n)i &  0 for all 1ik. (8)
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Speciially, for A$=AX+XA it follows from Lemma 3.1, (7) and (8) that
2p&1 & |A| p&1 AX+XA |A| p&1&k
2p&2 lim sup
n  
:
k
i=1
|( ( |A| p&1 (AX+XA)+(AX+XA) |A| p&1)e (n)i , e
(n)
i ) |
=2p&1 lim sup
n  
:
k
i=1
|Re( (AX+XA)e (n)i , |A|
p&1 e (n)i ) |
=2p&1 lim sup
n  
:
k
i=1
|*i (A$)| ( |A| p&1 e (n)i , e
(n)
i ). (9)
Spectral representation and Jensen inequality give
( |A| p&1 e (n)i , e
(n)
i ) =|
+
0
tp&1 d+ei(n) (t)\|
+
0
t2 d+ei(n) (t)+
(p&1)2
=( |A| 2 e (n)i , e
(n)
i )
p&1)2=&Ae (n)i &p&1
&XAe (n)i &
p&1|Re(XAe (n)i , e
(n)
i ) |
p&1
=21&p |( (AX+XA)e (n)i , ei) |
p&1  21&p |*i (A$)| p&1
for 1ik, and therefore
2p&1 & |A| p&1 AX+XA |A| p&1&k :
k
i=1
|*i (A$)| p=& |AX+XA| p&k . (10)
Having the proof for our special case completed, for arbitrary self-
adjoint A and B in B(H) we will consider the following 2_2 self-adjoint
operator matrices
C=_A0
0
B& and Y=_
0
X*
X
0&
acting on HH. A straightforward calculation gives
|C| p&1 CY+YC |C| p&1
=_ 0( |A| p&1 AX+XB |B| p&1)*
|A| p&1 AX+XB |B| p&1
0 &
and
|CY+YC | p=_ |(AX+XB)* |
p
0
0
|(AX+XB)| p& .
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As noted in [R]
s2i&1(CY+YC)=s2i (CY+YC)=si (AX+XB),
and also
s2i&1( |C| p&1 CY+YC |C| p&1)=s2i ( |C| p&1 CY+YC |C| p&1)
=si ( |A| p&1 AX+XB |B| p&1).
Applying (10) to self-adjoint C and Y we get
2p&1 & |A| p&1 AX+XA|A| p&1&k=2p&2 :
2k
j=1
sj ( |C| p&1 CY+YC |C| p&1)
2&1 :
2k
j=1
s pj (CY+YC)
= :
k
i=1
s pi (AX+XB)=& |AX+XB|
p&k .
Now, by the Ky-Fan dominance property we conclude that this inequality
also holds for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ .
The preceding theorem can be reformulated as follows.
Theorem 3.2. If X and self-adjoint A and B are in B(H), then for all real
0:13 then
_ |A |A|:&1 X+XB |B|:&1|1:_21:&1 &X&1:&1 _AX+XB_
for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ .
Proof. If we denote C=A |A|:&1 and D=D |B|:&1, then C and D are
bounded operators satisfying |C|=|A|: and |D|=|B| :. Therefore
|A|=|C| 1: and A=C |C| 1:&1, and similarly B=D |D| 1:&1. An applica-
tion of Theorem 3.1 to C, D and 1: gives the desired conclusion.
Next, we will show that for X=I the requirement p3 can be relaxed
to p2, even for arbitrary bounded operators A and B. So, we present the
following perturbation inequality for bounded operators.
Theorem 3.3. For A and B be in B(H) and real p2 we have
_ |A&B| p_2p&1 _A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1_
for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ .
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Proof. We will first treat a case with self-adjoint A and B and the
Ky-Fan norms & } &k . If we define A$=A&B, |*1(A$)||*2(A$)| } } } and
[e (n)1 , ..., e
(n)
k ]

n=1 to be as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, then we similarly get
2p&1 &A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1&k
2p&2 & |A| p&1(A&B)+(A&B) |B| p&1&k
2p&2 lim sup
n  
:
k
i=1
|*i (A&B)| (( |A| p&1 e (n)i , e
(n)
i )
+( |B| p&1 e(n)i , e
(n)
i ) ). (11)
Jensen inequality shows that
( |A| p&1 e (n)i , e
(n)
i ) +( |B|
p&1 e (n)i , e
(n)
i )
( |A| e (n)i , e
(n)
i )
p&1+( |B| e (n)i , e
(n)
i )
p&1
|(Ae (n)i , e
(n)
i ) |
p&1+|(Be (n)i , e
(n)
i ) |
p&1
22&p |( (A&B)e (n)i , e
(n)
i ) |
p&1  22&p |*i (A&B)| p&1
for 1ik as n  , which together with (11) implies
2p&1 &A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1&k& |A&B| p&k . (12)
For arbitrary A and B in B(H) we consider self-adjoint operator matrices
C=_ 0A*
A
0& and D=_
0
B*
B
0& .
A straightforward calculation gives
C |C| p&1&D |D| p&1
=_ 0A* |A*| p&1&B* |B*| p&1
A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1
0 & , (13)
and we have to note that A* |A*| p&1&B* |B*| p&1=(A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1)*
simply by the fact that both sides of (13) are self-adjoint. According to [R]
we conclude
s2i&1(C&D)=s2i (C&D)=si (A&B),
and also
s2i&1(C |C| p&1&D |D| p&1)=s2i (C |C| p&1&D |D| p&1)
=si (A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1).
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As (12) holds for all natural k, we get
2p&1 &A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1&k=2p&1 :
k
i=1
si (A |A| p&1&B |B| p&1)
=2p&2 :
2k
i=1
si (C |C| p&1&D |D| p&1)
2&1 :
2k
i=1
s pi (C&D)=& |A&B|
p&k .
To conclude the proof, we just have to invoke the Ky-Fan dominance
property for bounded operators.
Similarly as it was done in Theorem 3.2, we can give the following refor-
mulation for the previous theorem.
Theorem 3.4. For A and B be in B(H) and all real 0:12 we have
_ |A |A|:&1&B |B| :&1|1:_21:&1 _A&B_
for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _.
Constants 2p&1 and 21:&1 appearing in previous theorems are sharp, as
the simple examples A=B=X and A=&B=I show. Comparing this with
constant 1 obtained in Theorem 2 in [A], we see that theorems 3.13.4
extend the corresponding real and complex numbers inequalities to norm
inequalities for self-adjoint and bounded operators, just like the Theorem 2
in [A] did for the difference of positive operators.
In order to complete the above theorems, we give the following.
Theorem 3.5. For A and B be in B(H), all real p1 and 0:1 there
holds
_ |:A+(1&:)B| p__: |A| p+(1&:) |B| p_
for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ .
Proof. Instead of repeating a quite analogous proof, we will just present
its essentially different part, saying that for self-adjoint A and B we have
&: |A| p+(1&:) |B| p&k :
k
i=1
(:( |A| p ei , ei)+(1&:)( |B| p ei , ei) )
 :
k
i=1
(: |(Aei , ei) | p+(1&:) |(Bei , ei) | p)
 :
k
i=1
|( (:A+(1&:)B)ei , ei) | p, (14)
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according to the convexity of the function t  |t| p for p1 and real t. The
right-hand side of (14) is approximately & |:A+(1&:)B| p&k for suitably
chosen [ei], that allows us to end this proof, in which, specifically, the use
of Lemma 3.2 has not been required.
4. RELATED RESULTS AND OPEN PROBLEMS
Both theorems 3.1 and 3.3 trivially hold for p=1, leaving ‘‘gaps’’ for
p # (1, 3) and p # (1, 2) respectively, probably caused by a pretty simple
method used in their proofs. So, is there a suitable intepolation argument
that can fill those gaps, or the quite new methods are required?
Also, we see that a special case of Theorem 3.1 asserts
Corollary 4.1. Let A, B and X be in B(H) with A and B self-adjoint
and let n0 be a natural number. Then
_ |AX+XB| 2n+1_22n &X&2n _A2n+1X+XB2n+1_
for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _.
For even integers this inequality seems to be harder to prove. Some
insight in the problem offers the following means inequality from [J].
Theorem 4.1. For normal bounded operations A and B and a bounded
operator X we have
_AX+XB_21&1p _X_1&1p _ |A| p X+X |B| p_1p
for all real p2 and for all unitarily invariant norms _ } _ .
Our hypothesis is that
_AX+XB_21&1p &X&1&1p _ | |A| p X+X |B| p | 1p_
for all normal A and B and p2.
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